Job Title: Summer Interns
Department: R&D
Location: Carlstadt, NJ
Supervisor: Richard Durand

Functions/Responsibilities:
- The intern will assist R&D staff in a variety of ways such as conducting a variety of lab experimentation involving formulation of new ink products, chemical/physical testing of inks, raw materials and printed products.

Requirements/Qualifications:
- Enthusiastic, energetic and motivated to grow skills
- Is able to perform work under general to moderate supervision
- Strong fundamental knowledge in chemistry, physics, or engineering and basic chemical laboratory practices
- Able to quickly learn new methods and procedures
- Can communicate results effectively through verbal or written summaries
- Detail oriented experimentalist with good computer skills
- Is able to maintain lab policies and procedures
- Good interpersonal skills and ability to adapt to working with variety of project teams

Education:
- Currently working towards Bachelor's degree in Chemistry, Chemical Engineering or Materials Science and Engineering
- Completed Sophomore Year by June 1, 2013

Closing Date for Resumes: 3/1/2013

Interested candidates should e-mail their resume to:

Richard Durand (richard.durand@sunchemical.com)
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